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Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship for bluff-body flows numerically simulated
by an artificial boundary method
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The incidence of the numerical resolution and the blockage effect are investigated in an embedding method
for solving bidimensional bluff body flows. This method consists of using an artificial boundary instead of
imposing exact conditions on the body surface. It requires us to define a blur frontier ratio and a blockage
effect ratio. The blockage effect ratio is found using the mean flow of a circular cylinder directly. The blur
frontier ratio is obtained by comparison of the present method with another numerical method where explicit
boundary conditions on the body are imposed. For this ratio, the investigations are based on the flow past a
square cylinder which discard the uncertainty on the surface of the body for the embedding method. Hence, the
two factors allow the transformations of the Strouhal and the Reynolds numbers for the flow past a circular
cylinder. The universal Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship of the circular cylinder is finally recovered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The global dynamics of the flow past a circular cylinder
usually inferred through the following numbers: Reynol
Re5Ud/n, Strouhal St5 f d/U, and Roshko Ro5Re3St
5 f d2/n. They are based on the mean velocity at the cylin
U, its effective diameterd, the frequency of the vortex shed
ding f, the kinematic viscosityn, and the densityr of the
fluid. A laminar vortex shedding regime is known to occ
for the Reynolds number range extending approxima
from 50 to 180~see, e.g., Ref.@1#!. Although the nominally
parallel ~bidimensional! shedding can be affected by thre
dimensional phenomena giving rise to oblique vortices, th
is now an agreement for the existence of a univer
Strouhal-Reynolds number curve for the circular cylind
The relationship is universal in the sense that the experim
tal and numerical data of the laminar vortex shedding c
lapse ~within 1%! onto a single continuous curve for th
parallel shedding as well as for oblique vortices when a g
metric transformation is applied@2#. This makes the circula
cylinder wake very suitable as a test flow for exploring va
ous numerical methods such as the embedding method
sidered here. Details on the numerical treatment with suc
method are given in Ref.@3#. In summary, calculations ar
effected on a Cartesian grid even for a circular, or m
complex, geometry that thus allows the use of standard
merical routines. Moreover, the temporal discretization le
to a mainly explicit numerical scheme~except for the treat-
ment of the pressure contribution!, therefore it is simple to
implement.

The input constant parameters in the numerical simu
tions are the inlet velocityU` and the diameter of the cylin
der d` , hence the Reynolds number Re` is varied through
the parametern. However, in real life experiments, the mea
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velocity U in the vicinity of the cylinder is the relevant valu
to quote the mechanisms of the dynamics of the wake
consequence, the confinement effects need to be taken
account to accurately describe the actual flow observed in
numerical simulations. In addition, the embedding meth
approximates complex geometries of bluff-bodies using a
ficial frontiers@3#. It consequently creates a blur region at t
cylinder’s surface imposed by the mask function. Becaus
Cartesian grid is employed, the shape of a cylinder wo
have been perfectly rendered only for an infinite spatial re
lution ~or for a rectangular-shaped cylinder!. Hence, in all
simulations an effective diameter needs to be evalua
These two corrections on the confinement and the blur fr
tier are required to compare accurately data issued from
numerical simulations and those from experiments.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

The embedding method treats the two-dimensional hyd
dynamics equations within a velocity-pressure formulation
their Eulerian form and on a regular Cartesian grid@3#. The
lengthsX andY extend, respectively, in the longitudinal an
transversal directions of the velocity componentsu and v.
The temporal discretization is a forward differencing~first-
order accuracy! involving three fractional steps in the tim
integration. The first step performs the integration of the
vection and the diffusion terms in an explicit scheme. In t
second step, a body force term is imposed in the momen
equation for the cells that are partially or fully occupied
the cylinder ~using a mask function!, the velocity field is
modified so as to make it vanish in the cylinder. The th
fractional step is the integration of the Poisson equation
pressure associated with the pressure gradient part of
momentum equation. The spatial discretization is based
central differencing~second-order accuracy! on a staggered
grid for all the variables. In contrast to most numerical stu
ies, boundary conditions on the cylinder are not set direc
rather they are satisfied implicitly at the second fractio
ic
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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step. Concerning the velocity, the conditions on the late
boundaries (y50 and y5Y) are impermeability and free
slip, the latter in order to avoid the formation of bounda
layers on the lateral boundaries. At the outflow (x5X), the
homogeneous Neumann conditions are applied in the lo
tudinal directions and uniform profile at the inflow (x50).
For the pressure, zero is imposed at the outlet, homogen
Neumann conditions are applied at the inlet in the longitu
nal direction and at the lateral walls in the transverse dir
tion. The numerical parameters are deduced from the num
of points needed to represent the dimensionless radiusd`/2
and the dimensionless timed`/2U` . They are, respectively
refered to as the grid spacingh and the time stept; for the
lower resolution,h50.2 which implies 10 nodes for the d
ameterd` as shown in Fig. 1. The data used further a
produced ath50.2, h50.1 with t50.025 concerning the
flow past a square cylinder and ath50.2, h50.1 with t
50.01 concerning the flow past a circular cylinder. The cr
cal Reynolds numbers of vortex shedding for the vario
numerical experiments are obtained by decreasing the R
nolds number from Rè555 ~where the flow is time-
dependent! to different lower values and checking wheth
the wake oscillation is sustained. For the square cylin
flow, we obtain 44.75,Rè ,45 and 42.5,Rè ,43,
whereas for the circular cylinder we obtain 50.5,Rè
,50.75 and 47,Rè ,47.5, provided the respective nume
cal parameters.

III. RESULTS

High resolution and large computational grid are gen
ally adopted in simulations in order to meet ideal conditio
of the flow discretization, which are computational time co
suming. In this method, defining the actual size of the bo
and its distance from the lateral walls consist of the m
corrections to apply to the data and optimize the accur
and the computational load.

The corrections on the diameter and the velocity are ta
into account via the correction factors: the blur frontier ra
b5d/d` and the blockage ratioa5U/U` . According to the
definitions of the dimensionless parameters, they imply
following transformations between the experimental and
numerical dimensionless numbers:

Re5ab Rè , Ro5ab Rò , St5St̀ . ~1!

The first one is a consequence of uncertainty of the s
face of the bluff body, inherent to the artificial boundari
methods, and the second is related to the well-known blo
age effect.

Effective diameter. The sketch in Fig. 1 shows the nod
of the velocity components set on the staggered grid cent
on the dashed lines grid where lengths are scaled on the
spacing of the lower resolution (h50.2). The longitudinal
components are set on the right side of each cell~round
symbols! and the transversal components at the top~square
symbols!, only the relevant nodes are represented in the
ure. The perimeter of the cylinder that corresponds to
diameterd` is assumed to follow the solid line and is ce
05570
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tered on the cross, it is surrounded by an artificial solid/flu
transition~shaded in gray!. The nodes where the velocity i
let to zero for each time step consist of an artificial cylind
It is located inside the transition region with the limitin
nodes refered by round~u components! and square (v com-
ponents! black symbols that form an approximate circul
cylinder. Similarly, the nodes associated to unchanged ve
ity surround the transition region and form a perimeter t
can be distinguished by the round and the square white s
bols. The effective diameter is expected to be in the ra
between the two limiting artificial diameters associated
these two perimeters.

It naturally follows that when the spatial resolution is i
creased dramatically, the core cylinder of zero velocity a
the outer cylinder become true circles. They impinge
cylinder surface in a tiny region such that the cylinder can
assumed as circular. For the lower resolution (h50.2), Fig.
1 shows that the effective perimeter associated tod lies ap-
proximately in the range 0.736d`<d<1.257d` . In other
words, the effective diameter may be over or under e
mated, and the inner and outer shapes differ from circles

In order to determine the factorb, the numerical simula-
tions are turned to the flow past a square cylinder which
performed at various spatial resolutions. For the embedd
method, this particular geometry discards any uncertainty
the body shape. The inner cylinder of zero velocity and
outer cylinder are both true squares without approximati
Still there is an uncertainty on the size of the effective len
d which is evaluated usingb in the following. It is estimated
as lying into the same range as for the circular cylinder c
presented in Fig. 1. The Re-St relationship from the emb
ding method is compared to the relationship deduced fr
the data provided by Sohankaret al. @6#. They performed in
particular two-dimensional numerical experiments of t
flow past a square cylinder at zero incidence, that is when
side that faces the incoming flow is perpendicular to it. T

FIG. 1. Perimeters associated to diametersd ~2!, d` ~22! and
transition region between body and fluid~shaded cells! on the
stagered grid cell centered on the dashed grid, cylinder center~3!.
Only the x components~s! and y components~h! limiting the
transition region are represented.
2-2
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method used by these authors is an incompressibleSIMPLEC

code on a nonstaggered grid arrangement. A third-or
QUICK scheme is used for the convective terms and an
plicit time discretization with second order Crank-Nichols
scheme is employed. The Strouhal and Reynolds num
are equally defined in both studies, the boundary conditi
and the size of the grids are similar and in particular
blockage effect is the same withY520d` . The time step is
0.025 and, for the study from Sohankaret al., the spatial
domain is mapped to get a grid spacing of 0.5 far from
body and of 0.004 at the body. Conversely, there is no m
ping in the embedding method, that is the grid spacing is
same in all the spatial domain. We choose the resolutionh
50.2 andh50.1 that are intermediate to this of Sohank
et al. It follows that the equivalence of the data obtain
from the two alternate methods is ensured except for
points. The spatial resolutions differ in their principle
implementation, especially near the body, and the effec
size of the body is fully determined in the study from Soha
kar et al. whereas it is approximate in the embeddi
method. This latter feature allows to determine the effect
diameter throughb5d/d` , assuming no other relevant di
ference between the two methods. Hence, any differen
observed in the Re-St relationships would appear for dif
ent spatial resolutions in the embedding method, affec
the blur region and leading to the factorb.

The fit of the Reynolds-Strouhal numbers values provid
by Sohankaret al. is written

Stss5Ass1
Bss

Ress
1CssRess ~2!

with Ass50.187823, Bss563.8306, andCss528.243243
31026 for Ress5$55,60,100,150,200%. The functional form
~2! used for the St~Re! fit results from Landau-type model
commonly used to describe the dynamics of the shedd
modes~see, e.g., Ref.@4#!. A similar form was also deduce
by Rayleigh @5# from a series expansion of the sheddi
frequency in terms of Re21 considered as a small paramet

The introduction of the ratiob on values of Strouhal and
Reynolds numbers obtained from the embedding met
leads to the following formula:

St̀ 5Ass1
Bss

b Rè
1bCssRè . ~3!

The ratiob is determined by nonlinear curve fitting fo
Rè 5$55,60,65,70,75,80,85,100% and subsequent values o
St̀ obtained for the two spatial resolutions. These spec
values of Reynolds numbers are chosen where the ti
dependent wake is laminar in a range where the mean vo
shedding flow is laminar. For the time stept50.025, we
obtain b51.2032 whenh50.2 and b51.1701 whenh
50.1. Transposed to the case of the circular cylinder,
uncertainty on the blur region remains the same because
not based on the shape of the body but on the grid spac
hence for each grid the corresponding value ofb is used.
Figure 1 shows the effective perimeter in dashed line as
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ciated to the calculated value ofb for h50.2. Hence, we
observe that the diameterd` underestimates the diameter
the cylinder.

Blockage effect. Free slip boundary conditions are im
posed on lateral walls for the sake of conserving the con
tion of parallel and uniform flow present at the inlet. Th
tries to reproduce an experimental setup with far away w
to allow a constant velocity profile everywhere reasona
far from the body. Nevertheless, the condition of the cons
vation of the flow rate involves an increase of the longitu
nal velocity in the region near the cylinder. The effect
shown in Fig. 2 for the spatial domain with sizeX517d`

and Y58 d` ~here presented in units of the cylinder radi
d`/2) for the mean longitudinal flow field over one period
the stationary vortex shedding. The flow accelerates stron
in the cylinder region between the two walls. The longitud
nal velocity profiles in Fig. 3 show the increase in thex
direction near the walls with approximately zero derivati
in the y direction. Notice that the velocity is zero with
length corresponding to the diameter for the profile th
passes through the cylinder center~solid line! at the location
x5X0 . The velocity used as reference in the dimensionl
numbers is taken on this profile in most experimental stud

The blockage ratio correctiona5U/U` refers toU at
the walls for the profile at thex locationx5X0 . The effec-
tive velocity U is deduced directly from the values ofVx
on the walls as presented in Fig. 3. This figure suggests
the velocity in thex direction remains unchanged in they
direction, here we deducea51.1353 (h50.2, t50.01! and
a51.1333 (h50.1,t50.01!. Notice the weak difference be
tween these two ratios although the spatial resolutions ar
factor 2, similar remark applies when other temporal reso
tions are used.

Correction of the Re-St relationship. Figure 4 shows the
five values for the flow past a square cylinder from Sohan
et al. @1: data,22: formula ~2!# and data from Owen@7#
~3!. Owen performed an experimental study and the rela
data show the occurrence of 3D effects near Re5170 as a
discontinuity. The proximity of the two sets validates that t
square cylinder is equally well reproduced in these two st
ies. Concerning the embedding method, the data directly
tracted from the numerical simulations correspond toh
50.2 ~h!, h50.1 ~L! for t50.025. The value ofb at the
respective numerical resolutions is determined such that
data associated to the two studies match, according to

FIG. 2. Longitudinal velocity fieldVx of mean flow for Rè
555 for the circular cylinder.
2-3
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~3!. Concerning the flow past a circular cylinder, the univ
sal curve given by Williamson@2# ~solid line! is above the
curves obtained for the cases of a square cylinder.

The data obtained from the embedding method at
50.01, h50.2, andh50.1 when no correction is applie
~s,n! lie in the upper left corner. When transformed via t
equations in Eq.~1! using the appropriate factors associat
to the specific resolutions, the values~d,m! meet the curve
from Williamson. Provided that the agreement between
experimental results reported in literature agree into a
margin about this universal curve, the final values obtain
by the Embedding Method lie into the expected limits.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that the universal Re-St curve from W
liamson@2# has been recovered with accuracy regardles
the numerical resolution of the embedding method. It
based on the independent determination of the blockage

FIG. 3. Longitudinal velocity profiles of mean flow for Re`

555 and transverse length in units of the cylinder’s radius. T
profiles are consecutive withVx between 1 and 1.2 wherey516
and are located at the longitudinal distances from the center o
cylinder 23d, 2d ~dashed!, 0 ~solid!, andd/2 andd ~dotted!.
t.
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a and the blur region ratiob. The first one is deduced di
rectly from the generated data. The second one is obta
by comparison of the present numerical simulations with
reference study from Sohankaret al. concerning the flow
past a square cylinder. Combining these two investigatio
the dimensionless Strouhal and Reynolds numbers are
duced from the transformations where both factors are u
according to appropriate numerical resolutions. Agreem
of the resulting data with those from Williamson points o
that the approximate size of the body is a key feature of
embedding method. It is the origin of the bias observed
tween Re-St relationships issued from this method and
other study. Hence, this bias can be resolved supported
arguments presented in this study. Furthermore, altho
these results are relevant for a two-dimensional geome
such effects exist for applications and real cases as wel
consequence, a similar methodology can be used to t
general three-dimensional flows.
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FIG. 4. Strouhal number as function of the Reynolds numb
Square cylinder: Sohankaret al. data:1, fitted curve:22; Owen:
3; embedding method (t50.025), raw datah50.2: h and h
50.1: L. Circular cylinder: universal curve from Williamson@2#,
2; Embedding method (t50.01) h50.2: s,d; andh50.1: n,m
~raw data:s, n and corrected values:d,m!.
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